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Our task 
!  Discuss the opportunities yet challenges of introducing

 more cost-reflective distribution network tariffs into the
 Australian NEM  

!  Hear  from  a  range  of  invited  speakers  regarding 
 stakeholder  participation  in  relevant  rule  making  and 
 regulatory processes  

!  Introduce our distribution network tariff modelling tool,
 and provide an opportunity for interested stakeholders to
 try it out and obtain a copy for their own use  

!  Seek feedback from stakeholders on possible
 improvements and extensions to the tool.  
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Energy users and retail arrangements 
!  From clients 

–  Early tailored industrial or commercial (lighting) applications with
 service oriented contracting arrangements 

!  ..to citizens 
–  Electricity as an essential public good – rural electrification with socially

 constructed tariffs 
!  ..to consumers 

–  The vertically integrated utility of growing size and scope with  
overall cost-recovery, socially constructed, tariffs 

!  ..to customers 
–  Electricity industry ‘reform’, liberalisation, restructuring with  

more mkt oriented energy ‘pricing’, more cost-reflective network tariffs 
!  ..to perhaps now partners, competitors, or even ‘deserters’? 

–  More of the same or a genuine market opportunity? 
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Small end-users in the Australian NEM 
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Major, although now falling, proportion of house
-hold costs go to ‘non-competitive’ n/w sector 
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(AER, State of the Energy 
Market Report, 2015) 



Current NEM N/W tariffs for small energy users 
!  Largely remain a legacy of former technical capabilities and

 socialist ‘energy an essential public good’ tendencies 
!  Send a primarily ‘volumetric’ consumption signal that

 incentivises lower consumption – a good thing!? 
!  Have ‘worked’ more or less so far, unless you 
…consider near doubling in network expenditure over less than a

 decade a ‘failure’  
.. are concerned about changing distributional impacts, equity 
.. Seek to facilitate appropriate distributed energy options and

 end-user engagement towards sustainable energy ends  
!  Clear opportunities to improve this interface 
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Facilitating greater consumer engagement
 – demand-side participation in principle  
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(AEMC, Power of Choice, 2012) 



…and with respect to network tariffs 
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Will new cost-reflective tariffs efforts help? 
!  Which costs – past, present or future? 

–  Future costs and benefits are key for transformation, past costs the
 key incumbent consideration – hence treatment of residuals 

–  And what of location specific costs? 
!  For future costs, is Long Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) a truly

 meaningful and actionable concept for networks? 
!  What of transition? 

–  Metering capabilities 
–  Social expectations, hence political realities 

!  What of integration into broader end-user industry interface? 
–  Does it matter if N/W tariffs aren’t mirrored in retail tariffs?  

!  Theory says no as ‘someone is paying them’; but in practice? 

–  Does it relieve DNSPS of obligations to engage with energy users? 
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Facilitating greater engagement  
in practice? 
CRT proposals to date:  
! steep declining block 
! higher fixed charges 
! ‘non-peak demand’
 demand charges 
! special ‘solar’
 household tariffs 
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(Reneweconomy, 2015) 

While some cross-subsidies are not to be discussed 
! eg. locational between urban and regional consumers 

All may limit consumer options to invest in new technologies and behave in
 ways that reduce bills while also reducing longer-term network expenditure   



   A contested space 
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(AER, NSW Distribution Tariffs, 2017) 



Tariffs as a social construct 

!  Stenner et al, 2016 
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(CSIRO,Consumer’s likely 
response to CRP,  2016) 



An ongoing process 
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Open data, tools 
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Tools – transparent, open-source 
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A ‘cost reflective’ ‘demand’ tariff 
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Testing tariff distributional implications 
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The program 
9:20   Introduction to CRT issues and Tool, Iain MacGill, UNSW  
9:40   Stakeholder Presentations, including:  

–  Brendon Crown, ENA 
–  Mark Byrne – Total Environment Centre  
–  Ausgrid 
–  Craig Memery – PIAC  
–  Anthony Seipolt – AER   

10:40   Discussion  
11:10   Morning Tea  
11:30   Previous CEEM Tariff Analysis, Rob Passey, UNSW / APVI     
               Introduction to the Tool, Navid Haghdadi, UNSW  
11:50   Facilitated Discussion – feedback on tool functionality and     
               priorities for further development   
12:30   Lunch and Training  
1:00  Workshop conclusion  
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Many of our publications are available at: 
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au   

Thank you…  and questions 



Electricity prices vs tariffs? 
“A market is any place where sellers of particular good or service
 can meet with buyers of that good or service and there is a
 potential price that allows for a transaction to take place” 

    

Present Retail Electricity ‘Markets’ 
! Do consumers ‘meet’ with sellers?  

–  Electricity industry has traditionally had poor end-user engagement 

! Does the market sell the good or service desired? 
–  Buyers seeking energy ‘services’, not kWh ‘goods’ 

! Prices where supply meets demand? 
No market means no prices - buyers paying imposed tariffs? 

–  Clearly the case for network tariffs 
–  arguably the case for current retail ‘market’ arrangements 
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Possible conclusions 
!  Cost Reflective Tariffs provide possible means to improve

 desired electricity ends of affordable, secure, environmentally
 sustainable energy services 

!  … but also an ‘opportunity’ to work against these 
–  Serious intent about addressing some sacrosanct cross subsidies? 
–  More Cost Reflective Tariffs will reduce cost of consumption, in market

 with unpriced environmental externalities driven by consumption; may
 actually reduce overall economic efficiency 

!  And we still need better institutional + regulatory arrangements
 to facilitate appropriate end-user engagement 

!  And stakeholders need to be engaged and need assistance 
“If you’re not at the table you’re probably on the menu” 
A continuing role for network service providers to faciliate 
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